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Abstract: This paper presents the analysis of methods to   assess  the integral indexes of electrical equipment technical status. Also 
approaches are presented  to the ways of  assessing  electrical equipment technical status on the basis by determining the rest service life, 
the status index,  the ratio of defects, the  numerical assessment score. 
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To solve  the problem of how to manage and  influence  the technical 
status (TS) of electrical equipment (EE) is of serious importance in 
terms of  introducing a technical maintenance and repair system, 
which should be based on equipment TS,  as well as   in order to 
control equipment operation processes by taking into account  the 
quantitative values of  TS integral indexes. Technical diagnostics  and 
non-destructive testing methods  are tools  to determine the  TS of EE.  

At the present time, both guidance documents (GD) and 
normative-technical documents (NTD), as well as a theoretical and 
instrumentation basis for the most commonly used TS monitoring 
methods have been elaborated, such as: acoustic, thermo-vision, 
optical, vibration,  ultrasonic, emission-based, pulse, radar methods; 
also the method of chemical analysis of dissolved gases in EE oil, 
the method of monitoring electrical parameters and analysis of 
current and voltage harmonics; the physical-chemical oil analysis 
method as well as  the method of monitoring  the intensity of partial 
discharges. 

The following  TS categories   are known: 
• Very good – no technical influence over electrical 

equipment is required, TS monitoring is carried out within the 
framework of scheduled diagnostics. 

• Good – any technical influence over EE is to be carried 
out  on the basis of the results of scheduled diagnostics procedures. 

• Satisfactory – this the status of EE, when parameter 
values,  which characterize  the capacity of equipment to perform  
its prescribed functions, correspond to requirements set in NTD and 
(or) to design (project) documentation, but they are precariously 
close to  permissible threshold values. As a tool for technical 
interventions,  a more stringent monitoring of electrical equipment 
TS is required, as well as the scheduling of interventions within the 
framework of  reconstruction and major repairs.  

• Unsatisfactory  – an EE state of repair, when  at least one 
parameter value characterizing the capacity of equipment to fulfill 
its prescribed functions does not correspond to requirements set in 
NTD and (or) in design (project) documents, and additional actions 
are required within the limits  of technical maintenance and repairs  
works (TM&R),  in order to secure EE reliable operation. As an 

instrument  of  technical interference   a more stringent monitoring 
of EE TS  is  required and  also the scheduling of interference 
arrangements within the framework  of technical re-equipment; 
equipment operation is still possible, but on a limited scale. 

• Critical – an urgent technical  interference with EE state 
of repair  is necessary; equipment operation is not permissible.  

Nowadays, in the capacity of EE TS quantitative  assessment of  
power sector facilities  most often the following  integral indexes  
are used: 1. the technical rest service life of equipment; 2. a 
technical equipment status index; 3. the ratio of defects; 4. a  
numerical assessment system. 

Let us examine some approaches towards the assessment of EE 
TS by calculating its numerical status score, i.e., those approaches 
which can be used as part of an Enterprise Asset Management 
system, or “EAM” according to Western terminology. 

The technical rest life: the total run time of electrical equipment 
expressed either as relative units, or  as operation volume units, 
remaining from the beginning of equipment operation or following 
the latest major repairs till the moment when the limit value of TS is 
is reached, under which conditions  any further operation  is either 
impossible  due to certain  technical factors, or it is economically 
unjustified. 

Paper [1] examines in detail some approaches used for defining  
the rest service life of transformers, electric motors,  circuit breakers 
and cables. On the basis of formulas given in Paper [1], calculations 
have been made concerning the numerical values of EE technical 
rest service life, taking into account the effects originating from 
operation-linked factors related to the actual operation data obtained 
at various energy sector facilities. The said calculations include a 
definition of numerical values  of the actually used up and rest service life 
on the basis of retrospective information about operating conditions, both 
during the  prescribed period of operation and at any single moment of 
equipment operation. 

The Status Index (SI): a non-dimensional  numerical value, 
dimensioned in relation to the number of 100 (“0” here means the 
worst status, while “100” indicates the best state of repair), and 
which characterizes the TS of an equipment unit which is a part of  
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a multi-set facility (which consists of a set of technologically  and 
physically interconnected assembly units or parts), or a part of a 
complex facility, like a substation, an overhead transmission line 
(OTL), or an administration facility (a power network district 
unit/or a company). For an equipment unit its SI value is calculated 
as  the weighted sum total  of status criteria assessments, which are 
formed up on the basis of measured equipment parameters  [2]. For 
a multi-component EE its SI is calculated as a weight value derived 
from the SI values of individual assembly units (or components) of 
that equipment. The weight factors, applying which  the said 
equipment components will be used to make SI calculations for a 
multi-set equipment, are determined by an experts’ examination, 
proceeding from the level of significance of a given component (or 
an assembly unit)  for the  functioning of  that particular multi-set 
energy equipment. The range of weight values  here is from 0 up to 
10. The  aggregate  SI of a multi-set EE facility lies in the range 
from 0 up to 100. For  a complex facility its SI will be calculated as 
the TS weighted average of the TS of  EE units incorporated into it. 
The weight coefficients, using with  which EE units are involved in 
the calculation of SI of a complex facility are determined by an 
experts’ examination,  considering also the statistics  referring to the 
failures of that particular complex  facility due to the failure of its 
EE component parts. For an administration facility its SI is 
calculated  as a  weighted  average  of   the SI  of  complex facilities 
incorporated into  the latter. The weight factors, with which the 
above complex facilities take part  in the  calculations of the SI 
value of  the administration facility referred to,  are fixed in 
accordance with the scope of TM&R works, which are calculated 
applying conventional units. Thus, in order to calculate the SI value 
of a multi-set facility the following formula is to be used: 

(1)

  , 
 

where Iмко (it stands for “msf” – a multi-set facility)  is the SI value 
of a multi-set EE facility, Wi is the weight of the i-th component of 
EE, Ii  is the SI of the i-th  component. 

To calculate the SI of a more complicated EE facility, the same 
formula is used.  

The above SI calculation is made on the basis of TS assessment 
algorithms  for every individual EE unit. The results of assessing 
the technical status of an EE unit are as follows:  the  value of SI (in the range between 0 to 100 (“the more 
- the better”));  the kind of influencing action  (current, medium, major 
repair or equipment replacement), considering the set of special 
indicators, i.e. of “flags”. 

A Flag –  it is an indicator  (its value can be either 1 or 0), 
which points at the necessity to apply some influence over EE: “0” 
– means no influence is necessary, “1” means that some influence is 
required. The introduction of “flags” was caused by the necessity to 
single out from the entire number of parameters, which can 
characterize a certain EE unit,  those significant and substantial 
deviations which create a significant risk of an equipment failure. 
Generally, those “flags” are singled out, which determine all kinds 
of prescribed types of repairs and the scope of influence over EE 
and also any replacements  of equipment that is not fit for further  
repairs, and also the time limits for undertaking certain influencing 
actions (“a more frequent monitoring”, “urgent” or “emergency 
repairs”). This kind of an approach allows to make up a prioritized 
list of EE pieces, in terms of controlling equipment TS, taking into 
account TS assessment figures, the probability of failures and the 
consequences of failures.  

Table 1 shows  the transformation of quantitative assessment 
figures  into qualitative ones in relation to equipment SI. 

 
Table 1.  

Transformation of SI quantitative assessment into a qualitative one 

Technical Status 
The range of SI quantitative 

values 

Nearing an emergency  0 – 29.999 

Worsened  30 – 59.999 

Fit for operation 60 – 89.999 

In a good order  90 – 100 

 
The most important issue concerning an EAM system  is to 

correctly  assess equipment TS and to have the possibility to 
forecast the time limits and scope of the necessary influencing 
actions in the form of TM&R or EE replacement. This method of 
TS assessment  based on SI determination involves  the 
development of SI evaluation algorithms  for every single   
assembly  unit, or an EE element.  

The principle of this method is to dismantle EE down to its 
assembly units, whose  TS assessment can be carried out  by 
standard diagnostic procedures; to determine  EE compliance with 
normative requirements and to form up a conclusive TS assessment, 
depending on the significance of  a specific unit of assembly. The 
significance value of an assembly unit is determined by means of a 
weight factors in the range from 0 to 4. 

Besides,  this method has a logically well-grounded structure, it 
takes into account all  current NTD and RD, as well as parameter 
values obtained from technical diagnostics. TS assessment is made 
on the basis of unified algorithms. This is an advantage of such an  
approach. However, this method does not consider the changing 
dynamics and mutual influences of TS indexes. Therefore, it is 
evident that this circumstance creates substantial  obstacles  for  
making correct forecasts  concerning electrical equipment TS on the 
basis of safety index assessment.  

The Ratio of Defects (RD) – a non-dimensional value  
expressing a quantitative assessment of electrical equipment TS and 
which is defined by the sum total of the weighted average 
assessments of every single element of the energy facility referred 
to, taking into account the  index of probability of its shutdowns [3]. 

A comprehensive qualitative TS assessment of an enclosed 
double-transformer substation (TSS) with a voltage of 6-20/0.38 kV 
is determined by calculating its ratio of defects of the following 
components: its  building part (RDF- the ratio of defects of the 
facility); its switchgear cabinet of 6–20 and 0.38 kV (RDSChv-the 
ratio of defects of switching at high voltages  or RDSClv – the ratio 
of defects  of switching at a low voltage; its power transformers 
(RDT – the ratio of defects of transformers); its switching devices 
of 6-20 kV (RDSDhv – the ratio of defects of switching devices 
with a high voltage); protection devices against over-voltages of 6-
20 kV (RDPDhv – the ratio of defects of protection devices with a  
high voltage; its insulation of bus bars of 6–20 kV (RDIBhv –the 
ratio of insulation of bus bars with high voltages; switching devices 
of 0.38 kV (RDSDlv –the ratio of defects of switching devices with 
low voltages; protection devices against over-voltages of 0.38 kV 
(RDPDlv – the ratio of defects of protection devices of low 
voltages.; insulation of bus bars of 0.38 kV (RDIBlv –the ratio of 
defects of bus bar insulation with low voltages.; insulation of low 
voltage  switching system wires (RDIW – the ratio of defects of 
switching  wires insulation). In order to make a comprehensive 
assessment  of the technical status of an enclosed TSS (with two 
transformers) of 6-20/0.38 kV, its ratio of defects is calculated using 
the following formula: 
(2)  RDetss2t=0.2RDP+0.07(RDSC1+RDSC2)+0.1(RDT1+RDT2) 
+0.05(RDSAhv1+ 
RDSAhv2)+0.05(RDPDhv1+RDPDhv2)+0.04(RDIBhv1+ 
RDIBhv2)+0.05(RDSAlv1+RDSAlv2)+0.02(RDPDlv1+RDPDlv2)
+0.02(RDIBlv1+RDIWlv2), 
where those numbers, by whose values the said ratios of defects 
increase (RDF, RDT, etc.), are the weight factors, which show the 
effect of the technical status of components  of a transformer 
substation of   6-20/0.38 kV upon the cost of repair works 
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connected with replacing all of its faulty elements with operable 
ones.  

This method of RD calculation has similar advantages as the 
method of calculating  equipment status index (SI), except for the 
possibility to signal about certain critical and important defects, 
which can significantly affect the operation ability of the facility  
being assessed.  The above ratio of defects, similarly as in the case 
of using the method of calculating equipment SI, does not consider 
the dynamics of  changes and the mutual interaction of indexes. 
This is why the calculated number of potential shutdowns will be 
true only with regard to  independent defects, which do not 
influence one another. 

The numerical assessment of EE TS –  is a non-dimensional 
numerical index of  TS of an assembly unit  or part, or that of an EE 
unit, which is expressed as a numerical score.  

This integral classifying numerical assessment of the technical 
status of EE being diagnosed was  introduced proceeding from the  
supposition that the correct status of new equipment  would allow to 
reach a  fault-free operation, which is permissible within the limit  
period  equal to 50 000 hours or eight years (the numerical 
assessment score here is 4). Besides, a good state of repair at the 
time  of checking EE status can turn into a faulty one, outside the 
limits of the forecast  service  life (25000 hours or four years, with 
the numerical score being equal to 3), or 15000 hours or  two years, 
with the numerical score  being equal to 2. Any further operation  of 
faulty equipment, still retaining its operation capacity, is only 
possible during one month (its numerical score is 1). When EE 
reaches its limit status, any further equipment operation becomes 
impossible and it is urgently necessary to decommission the said EE 
(its numerical score is  0). 

The said numerical assessment method for evaluating 
equipment  technical status (TS)  began to be developed in the 
process of working out  express evaluation methods for estimating  
the technical status of power transformers (PT)  on the basis of  
results obtained during on-site inspections. The degree of 
development of any potentially possible defects of power 
transformer  functional parts is to be classified and correlated with a 
specific color. Conclusions concerning the status of a PT assembly  
unit are determined  by the highest level of defect development in 
that particular unit. The TS nature of a power transformer is 
determined by the TS of an assembly  unit having  the lowest 
numerical score. 

As a drawback of the said  express assessment of electrical 
equipment TS is the high-level  of influence   of human factors 
upon the results of TS assessment. 

Therefore, it is expedient  to use,  as a criterion for assessing 
equipment TS, those integral indexes which are being examined and  
whose selection should be made  considering the specific character 
of problems being solved and also  the positive and negative 
features of every index involved, as well as the reliability of  
equipment TS assessment scores obtained on their basis. 

The results of the analysis which has been carried out 
concerning the existing methods of assessing the integral indexes of 
electrical equipment TS allow to formulate the following 
conclusions: 

1. The priority direction for developing new operation 
and repair techniques with regard to  electrical equipment  in the 
energy sector is to introduce  technical diagnostics methods and 
non-destructive testing. All energy  facilities which are in operation 
or which are being constructed  must be equipped with EAM 
systems which enable to manage the TS of energy equipment of  
energy sector companies (their assets).  

2. The source of information about the technical status 
of electrical equipment must be of a unified nature for all the levels 
of  company management on the basis of introducing automated 
data acquisition, monitoring  and assessment systems concerning  
the said integral indexes. 
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